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Authors' objectives
Inguinal hernias are common birth defects that primarily affect boys. During fetal development, a channel from the abdomen to the scrotum forms that usually closes before or shortly after birth; however, in some children this channel remains open, creating a patent processus vaginalis (PPV). A persistent PPV can result in the development of an inguinal (groin) hernia, which is the protrusion of organs or tissues through the abdominal wall. Since the hernia can become strangulated causing infection or death, all pediatric hernias are surgically repaired on diagnosis, most by open surgery. While most inguinal hernias are unilateral, it has long been debated whether surgeons should routinely examine the opposite or contralateral side during surgery to determine if there are hernias on both sides. If there are two, repair of both during the same surgery would reduce the need for a second surgery. Despite this potential benefit, surgeons disagree about whether the extra procedure is justified since most PPVs do not develop into hernias and this exploration has traditionally involved open surgery that could damage the tubule for sperm or eggs and affect fertility.
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